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Some time in the European summer of 1816, Mary Shelley - the young wife of Percy Bysshe Shelley and
the daughter of the radical philosophers William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft - experienced the
following dream:

I saw the hideous phantasm of a man stretched out, and then, on the working of some powerful engine,
show signs of life, and stir with an uneasy, half-vital motion.

With the first stirrings of this man-made monster within the pages of Mary Shelley's Frankenstein or the
Modern Prometheus, many critics believe that the literary genre that we now know as 'science fiction'
came into being. But as is the case with most literary movements or genres - and in this connection both
'Romanticism' and 'Modernism' serve as cases in point - any historical narrative concerning their
respective origins must necessarily run up against a host problems posed by definitions, ie: 'What is
Romanticism?','What is Modernism?', 'What is science fiction?'… and so on.

In this way, the historical thesis that science fiction begins in the early nineteenth century, with Shelley's
Frankenstein, offers us an implicit definition of the genre. That is, science fiction is a literary genre that
arose when scientifically based modes of thought and production entered the everyday lives and
imaginations of humans. In this historical context, the role of science fiction was (and still is) to explore
the changes which modern science may bring to societies by creating 'possible', alternative, fictional
worlds in which such changes take place.

The term 'possible' is quite cardinal in any definition of science fiction. It does not mean 'possible'
according to the commonly held scientific opinions of the time. Rather, it refers to a pseudo-scientific idea
which, however outlandish or fantastic, is 'logically', 'rationally' and 'believably' developed throughout the
narrative. Thus, when the monster in Shelley's Frankenstein comes to life, we are not offered magical or
supernatural explanations for this occurrence. Instead, the author 'scientifically justifies' this event by
sketching a historical background to the monster's emergence through her account of Dr. Frankenstein's
experiments in restoring inanimate matter to life. This explanation is not strictly 'scientific' or even logical
in any strict sense, but at the same time there is no simple recourse to magical or occult forces as in
literature of the gothic or fantastic varieties. One particularly seminal science fiction theorist, Darko Suvin,
describes this process as a kind of dialectic between two processes: estrangement and cognition.* In
Frankenstein we may initially be shocked and 'estranged' by a world in which humans can bring
inanimate matter to life, but this estrangement is then displaced and assuaged by the so-called 'rational'
or 'cognitive' explanation offered by Shelley's text.

In light of the commonly held view that science fiction is a literary genre which arose within the
nineteenth century context of the Industrial Revolution - and here we should note that the term 'science
fiction' itself was not in use until the 1920's -is it tenable to posit the existence of a so-called 'ancient'
science fiction? 'Yes' is the emphatic answer given to this question by Matthew Richardson, the editor of
the Halstead Treasury of Ancient Science Fiction, a collection of tales which ranges from the Atlantis
myth as it appears in Plato's Timaeus and Critias, through seminal classical authors like Lucian and
Cicero, to ancient Asian and Arabic myths.

In his 'General Explanation' to this volume, Richardson argues that science fiction does not refer to a
distinct literary genre, but rather embraces an entire "literary tradition" which expands across "multiple
genres" (p.188). Hence, although Richardson concedes that all of the texts in his collection were written
"long before the science fiction tradition could be identified"(p.188), he also argues, somewhat
controversially, that they resemble modern science fiction texts so closely as to be virtually



indistinguishable from them. In this respect, Richardson's definition of science fiction is considerably
looser and less rigorous than those offered by most scholars in the field. Essentially, Richardson
emphasises the fictional, imaginative or 'alternative world' aspect of science fiction, while downplaying
and sometimes even ignoring its so-called 'scientific' constituent - the requirement that fantastic elements
in the plot be justified on at least a pseudo-scientific basis. An example of this tendency lies in
Richardson's decision to include a story by Lucian of Samosata (c. 115-180 AD), a Syrian born author
who wrote in Greek. Ironically titled True Story, Lucian's narrative features flying ships, human/botanical
hybrids, three headed vultures, two hundred and fifty kilometre long sea monsters, lobster faced people
and sailing humans who use their erect penises as masts. None of these phantasmagorias are
supported with even a scintilla of pseudo-scientific evidence, but Lucian's tale is nevertheless an
entertaining if ultimately stupefying read.

Here it needs to pointed out that the Halstead Treasury of Ancient Science Fiction is not a specialist or
academic text; the editor makes no attempt to make a literary-historical case for the category 'Ancient
Science Fiction'. Instead, Richardson suggests -in eminently accessible commentaries on each text -that
modern science fiction has ancient precursors which might more aptly be described as science fiction's
pre-history than as science fiction per se. With science fiction's pre-history in mind we should also note,
notwithstanding the aforementioned 'fantastic' elements in Lucian's True Story, that it does contain one
of the genre's most familiar commonplaces: travel into outer space and contact with extra-terrestrial life
forms. Likewise, in Cicero's Dream of Scipio, our hero also travels throughout the Milky Way (albeit in his
dreams), and while Lucian's text is essentially devoid of any 'scientific' context, Cicero's story offers us a
cosmology which might have been seen as scientific during the author's lifetime (106-43 BC). Cicero
appropriates from Platonic and Stoic sources an understanding of the universe as a rational whole,
governed by divine reason. Earth stands at the centre of this universe, while the sun functions as its
mind and regulator. When Scipio encounters sweet music during his celestial travels, Cicero offers us a
lyrical rendering of Pythagoras's 'music of the spheres': the theory that the planets move according to
number and produce music.

Some fascinating possibilities for a new perspective on the history of science fiction emerge from
Richardson's suggested genre of 'Ancient Science Fiction'. Although this suggestion is not altogether
new or novel - many science fiction historians have isolated connections and parallels between the
modern genre and its older precursors like Johannes Kepler's Somnium (1634), Francis Godwin's The
Man in the Moone (1638) and Cyrano de Bergerac's Voyage to the Moon (1650) -it nevertheless takes us
back to problems in Western intellectual history which begin with Pythagoras and Plato and which
arguably continue in present day scientific debates. The notion of the 'music of the spheres' attributed to
Pythagoras is a perfect example of the way in which ancient texts often combine 'science' or purportedly
logical, rational modes of thought with lyrical imagery and myths, often to the extent that the 'rational'
and the 'non-rational' blur into one another. The latter realm of mythos or myth-making was, especially
by thinkers like Plato, usually considered to spring from non-rational, emotional sources. That science
often relies upon its powers of persuasion through the use of imaginative imagery and topoi - a field of
study which Plato, Cicero and Lucian would have known as 'Rhetoric' - is a fact which many modern
scientists now reluctantly acknowledge. Take, for example, recent scientific debates concerning the
purported benefits of genetically modified crops and animals, in which the Enlightenment's topos of
'progress through rationality' is pitted against a host of ethical, moral and environmental concerns.

The passages which Richardson has chosen from Plato's dialogues - the Atlantis myth as it appears in
Timaeus and Critias - are also illustrative of the ways in which so-called 'scientific' phenomena often
coalesce with broader, highly speculative philosophical doctrines. The so-called 'scientific' element in
Plato's version of Atlantis inheres in his explanation for the disappearance of an entire civilisation: a
cataclysmic earthquake that caused an island to sink to the bottom of the Atlantic ocean. But the real
import of Plato's narrative, especially as it appears in Critias, is that the people of Atlantis failed to lead
an ethical, 'philosophical life' after the model of Socrates and were punished for not doing so. This is
definitely 'fiction' but hardly 'scientific'.

For Western readers, those stories and myths that the editor has included from Asian and Arabic
cultures are of particular interest. Jarng Heng (78-139 AD) was a scientist and bureaucrat during China's
Harn Dynasty. The protagonist in his To Analyse a Profound Mystery engages in classical science fiction
activities like journeys to the centre of the earth and inter-stellar travel, albeit with negligible scientific
justification for such events. In his commentary to Jarng Heng's text, the editor shows a high level of
erudition with respect to Chinese culture, while also providing readers with his own new translation of
Heng's ancient tale.



In The Old Bamboo Cutter's Story, a Japanese text written by an unknown author around 900 AD, we
find another modern science fiction topos: the presence of an alien life form on earth. A young girl,
Kaguya-hime, grows up in Japan after being found as an infant in a bamboo plantation. After maturing
into a beautiful woman who is the object of desire for much of the local male nobility, she is suddenly
snatched away by her real forbears: extra-terrestrials from the moon. The emphasis in this story is upon
the duties associated with family life and courtship, and has little if any scientific or pseudo-scientific
content. The same can be said of the episode which the editor includes from the Arabic legend of the
Thousand and One Nights: that of The Ebony Horse. In this story, an old sage brings to the court of King
Sābūr an ebony horse that can transport people supernaturally. The king's son, Prince Kamar al-Akmār,
eventually gains access to this horse and flies to the distant city of Sanā, where he falls in love with
Princess Shams al-Nahār. What follows is essentially a soap opera in which the ebony horse and its
supernatural qualities figure as central features in the narrative.

If these Asian and Arabic stories are to be regarded as science fiction, then so too would much of ancient
Greek mythology, both parts of Goethe's Faust, Shakespeare's The Tempest and A Midsummer Night's
Dream, and a great deal more of the entire Western literary canon, including contemporary, ostensibly
non-science fiction authors like Thomas Pynchon. That said, there is nothing particularly wrong about a
non-academic text assembling together a group of occidental and oriental myths and then calling them
'Ancient Science Fiction'. Many of the texts in this volume - and especially those from the Middle East
and Asia - would probably never find Western readers at all if not for volumes like the The Halstead
Treasury of Ancient Science Fiction, even if this collection also serves to prove that one man's science
fiction is another man's fantasy.

* See Darko Suvin,Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979).


